
February 23, 2022 

Dear Kwanlin Dün First Nation Heritage, Lands, and Resources, 

Please see this response as requested on February 16, 2022 for File #2022-1-LO 

The 16-ha size of the proposed project, is designed to help preserve the integrity of the area. We are 
concerned if we go any smaller, the area could become circle staked by spot land applications or 
traditional use allocations. This will impact the quality and amount of the programming KDFN can offer 
in the area.  The proposed area also has a varied mix of high ground and river bank, this will allow for 
adaptation of climate change, such as record water levels or thaw events. Being 16-ha size will allow for 
future growth considerations of the main camp or more family camps. In the future, possibly some more 
permanent structures could be built at this site to allow for year-round use.  

The idea is to share this valuable area with all of KDFN youth, elders, and families, that do not have 
access to on the land camps. We have proposed the 16-ha size so the main camp and several families or 
elders’ camps could happen at the same time while not impacting each other. Families and elders can 
choose a site that allows more privacy for healing family time, but still be a 5-minute walk away from 
facilities at the main camp. The journey to this area will help people connect with the land and water, 
whether traveling by foot or boat they will be experiencing the amazing healing power of the land. This 
camp will be a venue to connect the Takhini and Ibex area, as well as help establish KDFN in its western 
part of our traditional territory. 

Land based programs build confidence, capacity, self-sufficiency, mental and emotional well-being and 
follow the recommendations of the KDFN Strategic Plan for 2018-2022. The Strategic Plan states, 
“Kwanlin Dün children and youth can participate in the recreational, artistic, cultural, traditional and on-
the-land activities meaningful to them.” In keeping with the strategic planning of KDFN and the current 
mental health and opioid crisis, this area creates a space for citizens, beneficiaries, and departments to 
participate and carry out goals and dreams for Kwanlin Dün people.  

If the 16-ha area is not approved, it would significantly impact the ability of KDFN to provide a safe, 
private and a bountiful area to reconnect our people back to the land. The current mental health and 
opioid crisis clearly reflects the need to for more on the land venues. Far too many young people are 
losing their connection with the land and this puts our future Elders at risk of losing the traditional 
knowledge needed for generations to come. A common theme reflected in community and Elder 
meetings is a need to ensure our young people stay connected to the land. The 16-ha allows for youths 
to envision their own future developments of the land as we adapt to an ever-changing society. We 
need to have the space so all future generations can benefit no matter what the current struggles may 
be. The impact of not approving this 16-ha size will have consequences for all future generations of 
KDNF citizens.  

There are three proposed separate Elder and family areas, in addition to the main camp. The separate 
areas allow for families and Elder’s to make use of the area without a structured camp. This allows for 
more KDFN members to be out on the land. The areas also allow for Elder’s facilitating at structured 
KDFN camps to have their own area outside of the camp while it is running. This was needed in previous 
camps as Elder’s needed rest and quiet space.  



The healing/sweat lodge is an area delegated for the use of the healing powers of the rapids. There 
needs to be areas for members to heal through historical and past trauma. Sitting in a healing/sweat 
lodge and hearing the roaring thunder of the rapids creates an amazing healing space. The areas for 
blueberry and cranberry picking are also healing to our people. These connect people to the land and 
the nourishing and healing benefits the land has to offer. 

There is an area for timber harvest and mushroom harvest. We designed those areas to continue the 
connection to the land and harvest, but also to create a self-sufficient camp that the people can obtain 
all that is needed to be on the land within the area of the camp.  

The main camp is designed to create a place where youth, adults, and Elders can gather and share 
knowledge and stories. There will be appropriate safety measures in place to ensure the camp is safe, 
including a cleared heli-pad for emergency evacuation. Down from the main camp is a sandy beach for 
use of members, with safe supervision and guidelines. This is rare and a healing escape from the 
pressures of modern Western society. The main camp will be used my many departments to create on-
the-land opportunities.  

R-62 is a small part of a much larger area. The area of R-80, R-62, R-12, R-81 makes up most of KDFN’s 
western settlement lands. This overall block of settlement land totals 25000 ha or roughly 25% of KDFN 
total settlement lands. 99% of it is undeveloped and still intact raw land, making it a perfect venue for a 
camp such as this. Please see attached PDF for camp layout and land usage plan. 

 

Sincerely  

Troy Friday 
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1 – main proposed camp location
2 – main elders camp location (up on the hill overwatching camp, away from noise), backup camp 
location to accommodate climate change/large spring melts for future 15+ year plan – this is very 
high ground
3 – alternate elders camp/separate family unit camp
4 – alternate elders camp/separate family unit camp, backup camp location to accommodate 
climate change/large spring melts for future 15+ year plan – this is very high ground
5 – sweat/healing lodge near the rapids to incorporate the energy and power of the rapids

Legend
Primary camp
Elders/separate family camp
Main boundary
Trail into camp
Firepit
Heli-pad

Sweat/healing lodge
Fishing hole
Blueberries
Cranberries
Timber harvest (blowdown and standing 
dead), and mushroom harvest



This camp will not look exactly like this in reality as it will be built around the land and 
large trees – this is a schematic to show how camp could look.

Legend

Sleep tent

Kitchen and dining hall – double tent

Rec Tent

First Aid Tent / Cook sleeping tent

Areas for fish drying racks, hide tanning

frames, log peeling working areas etc.

Fire Station (Axe, water bucket, air horn etc.)

Main gathering fire

Outhouse

Picnic table
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